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ABSTRACT 
This paper consists of four chapters. In Chap. I， the 
apparatus for measuring 222Rn concentration in soil air is studied. 
To lneasure the concentration of 222Rn in soil air， an apparatus has 
been developed and same four apparatuses were constructed. 
The apparatus is composed of a hemisphere of double screen 
meshes of 10 cm in diameter， gold film of 1.0 cm in diameter 
centered in the hemisphere， and a silicon semiconductor detector 
placed on the opposite side with 0.2 cm spacing from the gold film， 
an electronic circuit and a pulse height analyzer for alpha ray 
spectrometry. Using these apparatuses simultaneously， it is 
possible to obtain for radon concentrations in soil air at adequate 
four points under the ground from measured 218PO count rates. 
From the fundamental experiments for evaluating the working 
characteristics of the apparatus， it was confirmed that the 
apparatus is useful to detect and count 218PO in soil air， and 
possible to use within a long period without change their working 
characteris tics. From the practical use of this apparatus in a 
soil consisted ofriver sand， as an estimated value of the diffusion 
constant of radon in soil air， 0.081 (cm2/sec) at the depth 30 cm 
and 0.092 (cm2/sec) at 100 cm were obtained， respectively. 
In Chap. I， the apparatus for continuously measuring 222Rn 
exhalation from ground is studied. To measure the rate of222Rn 
exhalation from the ground surface， an apparatus has been 
developed. The apparatus is composed of a radon collector， a 
60・1cylindrical buffer tank， three kinds of filter and an ionization 
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cham ber of flow-through type. To know the working 
characteris tics a nd the accuracy of 1nea s ured val ues， ca li bra tion 
m e a s u r e 1n e nt s a n d c 0 1npari s 0 n b e t we e n va 1 u e s 0 b t a i n e d w i t h t h e 
present method and wi th other 1nethods were made by applying 
two-filter method and by using activated charcoal method， 
res pecti vely. From the basic exper・Ilnents，the apparatus is 
capable of continuously recording measured data that provide an 
evaluation of 222Rn exhalation rate with sufficient accuracy. 
Fro1n the practical use of the apparatus on the different ground 
conditions， following informations were obtained a) The 
apparatus operates stably even in stornly weather. b) From the 
1neas ure1nents m ade on the ground inside of a hous e， the varia tion 
trends of exhalation rate were found to be in phase with the 
variations of telnperature. c) From the lneasure1nents 1nade on 
natural ground， the values on one day was considerably different 
fro1n those a t the s ame time on the other day. The varia tion of 
ground condition affected with the weather seems to be lnain cause 
to effect the variation of exhalation rates. 
1n Chap. 111， the apparatus for measuring 222Rn progeny 
concentration in a t1nosphere is studied. To measure the 
concentration of 222Rn progeny in atmosphere， an apparatus has 
been developed that consists of a radon progeny collector， a 
selniconductor detector and a pulse height analyzer. A 
1nelnbrane fil ter (TOYO-ROSH1， Ltd. Tl¥ι300) was adopted for 
222Rn progeny collection. A silicon selniconductor detector 
(HOR1BA， Ltd. 300SB 60L) was adopted for alpha ray detection of 
222Rn progenies collected on the filter. Alpha ray spectrometry 
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was adopted for the measurelnents of 218PO and 214PO. As a 
counting efficiency of this apparatus， a value 0.459 was obtained 
by calculation. A relative error was estilnated to be within 20.4 
percent. 
F r 0 ln t h e 0b s e r v a t i 0n s m a d e 0 n t h e a t m 0s ph e r e 0 v r t h e 
ocean， itwas confirmed that the apparatus is useful to measure 
extremely low level concentrations of 222Rn progeny with sufficient 
accuracy. 
From the observation made in the atlnosphere over the 
lndian Ocean， followings are obtained a) On the lnid lndian 
Ocean， radon concentration levels were found to be ranged from 6.6 
X 10・4Bqhn3 to 7.6 X 10・2Bqhn3. b) Clear inverse cor・relation
between radon concentration and electrical conductivity was found 
in the a tm os phere over the lnid Indian Ocean. 
ln Chap. IV， the appara tus for mea s uring the concentra tion 
of unattached 218PO in atmosphere is studied. An apparatus has 
been developed that consists of three kinds of 218PO collector 
provided with semiconductor detectors in which one of collectors is 
used for attached 218PO lneasurement and others are for 
unattached 218PO， and three pulse height analyzers. A 300 mesh 
wire screen was adopted for collection of unattached 218PO. A 
lnembrane filter (TOYO-ROSHI， Ltd. TM-100) was adopted for 
collection of attached 218PO. Silicon selniconductor detector 
(HORIBA， Ltd. 300SB 120L) were used for alpha ray detection. 
As collection efficiency of the wire lnesh filter and appearing 
efficiency of 218PO collected on the filter， values 0.72 and 0.686 
were adopted in present work， respectively. 
4 
Frolll SOllle measureluents carried out in a baselllent air， it
was confirmed that the apparatus is capable of providing an 
evaluation of the unattached 218PO concentration and the ratio of 
unattached 218PO to attached 218PO， simultaneously. 
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Chapter 1 
An apparatus for measuring 222Rn concentration in soil air 
1. An Apparatus for Measuring 222Rn Concentration in Soil Air 
1-1. Introduction 
For measuring the concentration of radon in the soil air 
without disturbing natural condition of the soil， an apparatus has 
been developed on the basis of Mochizuki's method(1) and refering 
Jaki， et al(2).， and same four apparatuses were constructed. 
The apparatus is composed of a helnisphere of double screen 
meshes of 10 cm in diameter， a gold film of 1.0 cm in dialneter 
centered in the hemisphere， and a silicon surfaced barrier type 
semiconductor detector (S.S.D.) placed on the opposite side of gold 
filIn with 0.2 cm spacing from the gold film， and an electronic 
circuit for alpha ray spectrometry. Specifications of S.S.D. used 
are : 0.5 cm2 in surface area， 60μm in effective thickness and 48.9 
keV in resolution. 
21BPO flowing into effecti ve vol ume of the heln is p here is 
collected on the gold film by the aid of electric field between the 
inner mesh and the gold film. Alpha ray emitted froln the 
radioactive substances that have been collected on the gold film is 
detected and counted by the aid of S.S.D. placed at opposite side of 
the gold film. 
By this apparatus， radon concentration in the soil air at 
adequa te points inner the depth of one meter under the ground is 
obtained from the concentration of 21BPO which was measured in 
the same air. Further， itis possible to obtain the exhalation 
rate ofradon from the variation state and decreasing rate ofradon 
concentration which were lneasured at each points under the 
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ground. 
1-2. Method of Measurement and Structure of Apparatus 
In the soil air， itis thought that radioactive equilibriuln state 
between 222Rn and 218PO is norma11y established. Therefore， 
222Rn concentration at adequate depth under the ground is 
obtained from the concentration of 218PO which is measured 
directly in salne soil air. Since 218PO is positively charged when 
it produces， itcan be co11ected by the aid of electric field. 
Figure 1・1shows a principle of the measureluent. Figure 1・2
shows the structure of device and its dimensions. 
218 P 0 w h i c h f10a t s i n e f f e c t i v e v 01uln e 0 f th e h e m i s p h e r e i s 
collected on the gold film by the aid of electric field between the 
inner mesh and the film. Alpha ray emitted froln the 
r a d i 0 a c t i vesubs t a n c e s c 0 1e c t ed 0 n t h e f i ln is det e c t e d b y S.S . D .
This device provided with S.S.D. to measure 218PO 
concentration is composed of a helnisphere of double screen 
meshes， 10 Cln in dialneter， a gold film centered in the helnisphere， 
1.0 cm in dialneter and a S.S.D. placed behind gold film spacing of 
0.2 cm. Hea ter， which dry up the ins ula tor s urfa ces， als 0 
10 c a t e s a r 0 u n d t h e f i ltn . Ch a r a c t e r i s t i c s 0 f S.S.D u s e d a r e a s 
fo11ows: surface area is 0.5 cln2， useful thickness is 60 μln and 
resolution is 48.9 keV. The voltage used as bias is 50 V. The 
qua1ity of the lnaterial of device is consists of brass and acry1ic 
resin plate. Electronic circuit used is shown in Fig. 1・3.
Negative voltage 140V which cause the electric field between 
the inner lnesh and the film is supplied to the fihn by dry battery. 
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Air 
Steel Mesh Gold Film 
Bias Voltage 
Rn-222 
Fig. 1・1Schematic representation of the measuring principle. 
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Brass Cover 
to Pre Amp. 
to Battery 
Steel Mesh Acrylic Resin 
? ?
c.o 
ー
S.S.D. 
Window (Gold Film : 0.73 mg/cm 2) Surface area : 50 mm 2 
Useful thickness 60 f.-Uη 
Bias voltage : 50 V 
Resoluti'on 48.9 KeV 
Fig. 1・2Structure of the collecting device and its dimensions. 
Linear Amp. Pre. Amp 
??
Heater Power Supply Power Supply 
Battery 
Detector Bias 
Power Supply 
Multichannel 
Fig. 1・3Electronic circuit used to counting system for alpha ray spectrometry 
Device Setting 
14. Oct. 1994 in shed for obserbation 
Device n um ber ---ー・・ーーー・・・・・・・・・・・ No. 1 
Sample ---------------------------- River sand 
Sampling time ーー・・・・・ーー・・・・・ーー・ 8000 ( sec ) 
Bias Voltage -----------ー・・・・・・・ーー 45 (V) 
Coarse Gain ----ーー・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 8 
Fine Gain ---ーーー・・・ーーー・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 3-50 
Gain ------------------------------- 0-90 
Shaping ---------------------------- 0.8 (micro sec) 
U.L. -----------ー----------------------10-10 
L.L.ー-------------------------------- 0 -80 
Count 
10 
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日 80 16日 240 Channe I 
Data Analyzing 
Sum of Count ( 218PO+214PO) ----------ー・・・・・・・ 118 
Peak channel of 218PO ・ー・・・・・・・・・ー・・------------ 124 ( 6 count) 
Sum of 218PO count ---------一一ーーーー・・ー・ーー------ 81 (count) 
NAl = .186452 : NA2 = .0716542 (atoms / cm3 ) 
Radioactive Equilibrium ・~--------------------- .384304 
222Rn Concentration in soil----ーー・・・・・・・・・・・・・ー 7.0736E・04 (Bq / cm3 ) 
Fig. 1・4An example of alpha ray spectrum obtained from in air 
within a soil composed of river sand at the depth 100 cm 
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Signals from S.S.D. are fed to multichannel analyzer through pre 
alnplifier， linear amplifier and biased anlplifier. Digital data 
fo1' each channel are printed out by a digital recorder. The 
relation among spectrum displayed on the visual display tube， 
energy of radioactive substances and channels are shown in Fig. 
1-4. This alpha ray spectrum was obtained from radioactive 
substances in air within a soil composed of river sand at the depth 
100 cm. The ordinate indicates events of alpha disintegration 
of radioactive nuclei and the abscissa indicates channels which 
correspond to alpha ray energy. The relation between each of 
energy and channel was confirmed by using the emanation gas 
from uraniuln ores. 
1-2・1.Working Characteristics 
a) The pla tea u curve 
The plateau curves for collection of 218PO in the effective 
volume of helnisphere was obtained by following manners The 
detecting device was placed in a large glass bottle. And radon 
gas was introduced into the bottle. 
Then， 218PO counting was made while changing the vol tage 
which was supplied to gold film. According to the plateau curve 
obtained， available voltage ranges from 125V to 250V. The 
saturation (87.5 + 5.5%) was established by supply voltage of 
250V. Figure 1・5shows the plateau curve of this detecting 
device. 
b)Geometrical counting efficiency of the apparatus provided with 
S.S.D. First， suppose that following 1)， 2)， 3) and 4) are 
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presented 
1) (a) shown ln Fig. 1-A represents the window of S.S.D. and (b) 
filter， r and d represent their radius， respectively， and h 
represents the distance between them. 
2)Co・ordinates，x and g， are given as shown in Fig. 1・B.
3)Radiation point source is placed at， C， keeping away the 
distance， x， from the center， 0， of the filter. 
4)Shaded portion on the unit sphere， 1 in radius， S 1 ， shown in Fig. 
1-B represents a spherical surface area which is made by 
projection of upper disk ((a) shown in Fig. 1-B (S.S.D. window)) to 
the lower one ((b) filter) as taking the focus at， C， on (b) shown in 
Fig. 1・B.
(a) 9 
d 、 ，
?
??， ，
? ? X 
C 
Fig. 1 -A. Fig. 1 -B. 
And assume that radiation absorption caused by air between 
S.S.D. window and the filter can be negligible. 
Since a spherical surface area of the unit sphere， 1 in radius， 
is given by 4JT， the counting efficiency， G(x)， will be given by 
14 
G(x) =主
4Jτ 
Taking into account， g， as a paralneter， Sl is expressed by 
fr h lr2-g2 -
S， =21 ~ I 
-Lr h2 + (x _ g)2 ~ r2 _ g2 + h2 + (x _ g)2 ~Ò (1-1) 
Second， assume that the radioactive substances are 
uniformly distributed on the filter. Let's denotes， 1， the total 
radiation emitted from the radioactive substances on the filter. 
Suppose that a ring， dx in width， ispresented on the filter as 
shown in Fig. l-C. 
dx 
-d d 
X 
Fig. 1-C. 
Since， this ring area is given by 2m xdx， the radiations 
elnitted from this ring area are given by 
IX~竺d'(
JrdL-
In this occasion， the radiations entering through the S.S.D. 
window wiU be given by 
15 
2JTX.dx 
IXM2G(x) (1・2)
Thus， the coun ting efficiency [G] for ra dioacti ve s ub s tance s 
distributed uniformly on the filter wiU be given by integrating 
(1・2)froln 0 to d for x， and dividing it by 1 as follows 
阪]=f22?GU)
[昨討にまï~E+~(X) 々依 (1・3)
where， 
D (x) = h 2 + (x _ g) 2 ， E =r2-g2 
A value of [G]， 0.0625 was obtained by sub s tituting， d = 5， r 
= 4， h 二 3into the equation (1・3). 
[G] for various values of d， r and h was calculated. 
c) Examination in the soil air modeled upon the soil circumstance 
Since the device is used in the soil under the ground， i t is
necessary that the working characteristics are not changed in the 
soil circumstance where the humidity is considered to be high. 
Therefore， the working characteristics of device was exalnined 
under the condition that the device was placed in the bottle 
mentioned above and was covered by the soil. Under this 
condition， counting state of 218PO was checked on sometIlnes by 
introducing the radon gas into the soil in the bottle. 
From fundamental experIlnents carried out over long duration， 
218PO in the soil air， and further， the apparatus is possible to use 
within a long period of tIlne without change of its working 
characteristics in the soil circumstance. 
1・3.Deriving the 222Rn Concentration from the 21BPO Counting 
Rate 
Following consideration is adopted when the detector device 
was placed in a adequa te depth under the ground. 
Used notations are as follows 
nRn Concentration of 222Rn atoms in air in effective 
volume surrounded by the inner mesh [ atoms/cm3 ] 
m，np nc:Co ncentra tion of 218Po，214Pb and 214Bi atom S in 
air in effective volulne surrounded by the inner lnesh， 
respectively [atolns/cln3] 
NAFNB ，Nc:Numb er of 218Po，214pb a nd214Bi atom S on the 
film， respectively [ atoms ] 
Iα1 : Alpha disintegration rate of 218PO on the filln at tIlne 
t [dps] 
Iα2 : Alpha disintegration rate of 218PO and 214PO on the 
film at time t [dps] 
λ必l'λA'λB'λc:Decaycons t a ntof 222Rn，218Po，214Pb a nd214Bi， 
respectively [sec-1] 
V: Effective volume surrounded by the inner mesh [cm3] 
8 Counting efficiency of the detecting device for 
radiation of radioactive substances on the film 
C : Collection efficiency of film for radioactive aerosols 
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C : Collection efficiency of film for radioactive aerosols 
t : Collection tIlne [sec] 
The time variation of nA in the effective volume is expressed 
by the following differential equation ; 
空ム=λH】n】ーλ.n.
dt 
(1・4)
putting nA = nAO at 1=0， 
?
??? ?
????
?
? ?
?
??
??
?
?????
???
』
??
? 、
、
?? ?? ?
?
? (1-5) 
For t > about 2000， the equation (1・5)reduces to 
?
? ??? ，
?
?? ??? (1・6)
This equation express radioactive equilibrium between 222Rn and 
21SpO atoms. During the collection period， the time varia tion of 
NA on the film may be expressed by the following equa tion ; 
空!!.= cvλ.NAー λ.NAdt 凡 凡 凡 (1・7)
Solving this equation by means of the Laplace transformation， 
CVλN sNA (s) -NA (0) = ~""A" Aー λANA(s) 
S 
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CVλ NA I NA (0) NA (S) = '"，"."A:' ~ +一一一s{s+λA) I s +λA 
(1 1 ， N.(川=CVNAI 一一一一一一 I+~ム
where s is parameter. 
Initial condition is NA =0 at t=O. A Consequently， the 
solution of the equation is as follows 
???????? ? ??? (1・8)
(1・8')
Iα1 may be expressed by the following equation : 
IαλANA (1・9)
Inserting equation (1・8)into (1・9)，1，α1 1 S 
Iα1 =CVλん (1-e-A (1・10)
The relation between 1唱 andL， is α1 ~-~~-- al 
ι1 = El，α1 (1・11)
where 1αis net counting of 21SPO. 
In s e r t i n g e q u a t i 0 n (1・10)into (1・11)，nA is 
19 
? (1-12) 
Expressing nA in Ci unit， 218PO concentration in the soil CRaA is 
gi ven by 
一 λ.n. 1可αi - 一 一一
し制-3.7x1010 -ECV(l-e叶 3.7X 1010 (1・13)
Assuming radioactive equilibrium being held between 222Rn and 
218PO， nRn 1S 
λ nn =.:.:.A ---Rn '''A 
，νRn 
(1・14)
Express ing nRn in Ci unit， 222Rn concentra tion CRn is gi ven b y 
Cn_ =λゐ1nRnn 
肋 3.7X 1010 
(1・15)
Inserting equation (1・14)into (1・15)，hence 
一 λ.n.
E 一 一一-.uh-3.7×1010-uA2A (1・16)
Therefore， assuming radioactive equilibrium between 222Rn and 
218PO in effecti ve vol ulue， 222Rn concentra tion is eq ual to 218PO 
concentra t1on. Thus， 222Rn concentration in the soil air is given 
by the following equation 
20 
C"- la -
Rn - av(l-e-AA(). 3.7 x 1010 (1・17) 
Exp r e s s i n g C R in B q u n i t，R n c 0 nc e n t r a t i 0 n CRn s give n b y 
??
(1-17') 
Evaluation of equilibrium state and estimation of relative error 
If radioacti ve eq uili bri um s ta te is b eing held like a s 
λRnRn =λAnA and λRnnRn λAnA ， two concentra tions for nRn val ues， 
(λA/九)nA， (λA/九 )nA'were obtained. 80 that the ratio nA/n 
should be equal to 1. Thus， the observed ratio is useful to 
determine the fraction of secular equilibriuln. 
A rela tive error， dR/R，ωωated from R=ん
the equation， 
|学1=1ぞHヂ
where EnA and EnA are the errors of nA and nA ，respectively. 
As described a bove， 
n. = -~α1 
A avλAh (t) 
? ?
「
??』?
?? ??
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where ε， C， 1.α1 are the measuring values， and V，λA' J円(t)，/2 (t) 
are the constant values. Therefore， the probable errors， EnA ，of 
nA and EnA ，of nA are given as follows 
みtA ー ι1
θεε2CVλA五(t) (1・18)
?
?
?
?? ??
?
?
?
? (1-19) 
みら 1 
θIα ぽ VλAh(t) 
(1-20) 
therefore， EnA is obtained as， 
凧'=(会)'ε'+(会)'εc'+(計I2
or 
? ? ? ? ?
?
? ? ，
?
??????
?
???
?
?
?
????
?
???
?
?
??
???
? ?
????
?
???? ? ?
(1・21)
and for nA 
?????
?
?
? ， ?
??
???
??
?
? ?
?
?， ?
?
?
????
?
???
?
?
?
??? ?
? ?
?????
?
??
?? ? ?
?????
(1・22)
where εE' eC ' εlal' and εId'are the PI-Ob able errors of ε，C ，Iα1 
22 
and 1α2 ，respectively. 
The maximum deviation from the mean of the experinlentally 
determined values for these errors of the instrulnents alnounted 
to + 3 percent， + 6.5 percent，土 2.6percent and 土12.2percent 
for ε，C ，Iα1and Iα2 ，respectively. 
Now， substituting these values to the equation (1・21)and (1・22)，
values of En 
竺.i.= :t7.0 
n A 
and 24-=±13.8. 
n A 
Therefore， the results obtained forムR/R we r.e c e r t a i n 1 y c0 r r e c t 
to within 20.8 percent. 
1・4.Practical Application of the Apparatus 
Trial estimation on the diffusion constant of radon in soil air. 
Let Cs be the concentration of 222Rn in the soil air 
( atoms/cm3)， d its diffusion constant (cm2/sec)， and a its rate of 
production with in soil (atoms/cm3・sec)，which can be assulned to 
beindependentofdepth. Equilibrium conditions within the soil 
for the diffusion transport of 222Rn toward the earth's surface can 
then be expressed by the following equation ; (3) 
?
???
? ? ?
? ?
? ? ?
(1・23)
where z is the depth， t the time， and λthe 222Rn decay rate. 
The solution of (1・23)is 
23 
??
? ?????
?
(1・24)
a 
where C"A =一 isthe concentration of 222Rn in undisturbed soi1 air . 
oJ¥J λ 
in deeper 1ayers. This gi ves an exha1a tion ra te 
ベ4i=。=α存 (1-25) 
According1y， if 222Rn concentration Cs at the depth z is known， 
va1ues for d can be ca1cu1ated frOlll simu1taneous equations 
introduced frolll the equation (1・24)where Cs and z are variab1es， 
a andλare constants. 
For obtaining the 222Rn concentration in soi1 air with depth， 
the measurements were made using four apparatuses buried 
within a river sand at the depth 10 cm， 30 Cll， 60 cm and 100 cm， 
respective1y. Detai1 exp1anation on the river sand used and 
experimenta1 condition were described in Chapter 3 Section 4. 
The resu1ts obtained are presented in Tab1e 1・1.
For deterlllining the rate of radon production within river 
sand， the concentra tion lneas urelllents were III ade us ing a device 
shown in Fig. 1・6. The va1ue 1.74 X 10-9 (Bq/cln3・sec)as the 
rate of production a was obtained. Inserting va1 ues a 1.74 X 
10-9 (Bq/cm3 ・sec)and λ2.1 X 10・6(sec-1) as constants into 
the equation (1・24)，diffusion constant d (cm2 ・sec) was 
ca1cu1ated with correspond to the depth z (cm). The resu1ts 
obtained are presented in Tab1e 1・2.
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Fig. 1・6Schematic representation for measuring escape 
rate of 222Rn from sand particle into soil air. 
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No.1 NO.2 No.3 NO.4 
Date Time x 1 02(Bq/m 3) Time x1 02(Bq/m 3) Time x 1 02(B q/m 3) Time x102(Bq/m3) 
10105 '94 09:30 15.80 12:00 I 8.91 09:30 5.30 12:00 3.29 
10106 '94 09:00 16.65 15:00 7.25 09:00 7.07 15:00 5.77 
10/10 '94 15:00 11.10 12:10 5.76 15:00 5.30 12:10 2.49 
10/26 '94 11:00 7.54 13:00 4.80 11:00 2.39 13:00 0.60 
10/26 '94 16:00 6.69 18:30 2.97 16:00 1.25 18:30 1.49 
10/27 '94 13:30 6.41 09:00 4.19 13:30 1.25 09:00 0.90 
10/28 '94 09:40 7.83 14:00 4.19 09:40 1.97 14:00 0.90 
11/01 '94 09:05 6.97 11:30 3.41 09:05 2.49 11 :30 1.39 
11/01 '94 14:00 7.54 1 7:00 4.19 14:00 1.97 1 7:00 1.69 
11/08 '94 09:30 8.11 14:00 3.93 09:30 3.01 14:00 2.89 
11/09 '94 09:10 6.41 07:00 3.23 09:10 2.18 07:00 2.09 
11/11 '94 12:00 10.39 06:00 3.14 12:00 3.43 06:00 1.49 
11/11 '94 18:00 6.41 15:00 4.28 18:00 2.18 15:00 1.39 
Average 9.07 + 0.93 4.64 + 0.46 I 3.06 + 0.47 2.03+0.37 
( No. 1 : 100 cm， NO.2 : 60 cm， No.3 : 30 cm， NO.4 : 10 cm ) 
Tab. 1-1 Result of measurement of 222Rn concentration in soil air at the 
depth 10 cm， 30 cm， 60 cm and 100 cm. 
む。
-.l 
No.1 NO.2 NO.3 NO.4 
Date (cm2/sec) (cm2/sec) (cm2/sec) (cm2/sec) 
10/05 '94 0.033 0.028 0.016 0.004 
10106 '94 0.031 0.039 0.010 0.002 
10/10 '94 0.055 0.056 0.016 0.007 
10/26 '94 0.101 0.077 0.067 0.105 
10/26 '94 0.122 0.180 0.227 0.018 
10/27 '94 0.131 0.097 0.227 0.048 
10/28 '94 0.095 0.097 0.095 0.048 
11/01 '94 0.114 0.140 0.062 0.020 
11/01 '94 0.101 0.097 0.095 0.014 
11/08 '94 0.090 0.109 0.044 0.005 
11/09 '94 0.131 0.154 0.079 0.009 
11/11 '94 0.061 0.162 0.035 0.018 
11/11 '94 0.131 0.094 0.079 0.020 
Average 0.092 0.102 0.081 0.024 
( No. 1 : 100 cm， NO.2 : 60 cm， No. 3 : 30 cm， No. 4 : 10 cm ) 
Tab. 1・2Diffusion constants in air of soil constructed froln river sand. 
As seen in Tab. 1・2，the average values seelll considerably 
high compared with the corresponding value 0.05 (cm2/sec) 
presented by Israel(4)(5) except the value obtained at the depth 10 
cm. However， it is considered that the method used in the 
present work is useful for evaluation of the diffusion constant of 
radon in soil air which is composed of various kinds of soil 
elements. 
1・5.Summary and concluding remarks 
For measuring the concentration of 222Rn in the soil air， an 
apparatus has been developed. By this apparatus， 222Rn 
concentration in the soil air at adequate points under the ground 
is obtained frolll 218PO concentration measured without disturbing 
natural condition of the soil. The apparatus consists of a 
hemisphere of double screen meshes of 10 cm in diameter， a gold 
film of 1.0 cm in diameter centered in the hemisphere， a silicon 
surface barrier type semiconductor detector placed on the opposite 
side of the hemisphere， and an electronic circuit for alpha ray 
spectrometry. 
To know the working characteristics of the device， SOlne 
experiments and calcula tions were made. 
The results obtained are follows 
a) Negative voltage 140V for collecting 218PO in the effective 
volume of hemisphere was determined from the plateau curve 
experiment. 
b) A value 0.0625 as a geometrical counting efficiency was 
obtained from calcula tion. 
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c) Relative error was estimated as 20.8 percent when evaluation of 
equilibrium state is made. 
d) The apparatus is useful to detect and count 218PO in soil air and 
is possible to use within a long period without change of its 
working characteris tics. 
e) Frolu the practical use of this apparatus in a soil consists of 
river sand， 0.081 (cm2/sec) at the depth 30 cm and 0.092 (cm2/sec) 
at 100 cm were obtained， respectively. 
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Chapter 1 
An apparatus for continuously measuring 
222Rn exhalation from ground 
11. An Apparatus for Continuous1y measuring 222Rn 
Exha1a tion from Ground 
2 -1. 1ntrod uction 
For the purpose of continuous1y lneasuring the ra te of 222Rn 
exha1ation froln the ground surface， an apparatus has been 
deve10ped tha t consists of a radon collector， a 60-1 cy1indrica1 
buffer tank， three kinds of fi1ter and an ionization chamber of 
f1ow-through type. The measured ioniza tion current is 
continuous1y recorded in ana1ogica1 form， then converted off-line 
into 222Rn concentration using a ca1ibration tab1e derived in 
advance. From the 222Rn concentration， the exha1ation rate is 
obtained by ca1cu1ation. The operating characteristics of this 
appara tus were deterlnined from long-dura tion ob s erva tions 
perforlned on the apparatus at different sites. 
The apparatus is capab1e of providing an eva1uation of the 
222Rn exha1ation rate that is sufficient1y accurate for a11 practica1 
purposes. 
2・2.Method of Measurement and Structure of Apparatus 
The means adopted for measuring the exha1ation rate of 
222Rn， is an iInproved version of Wilkening's method(l)， and refers 
to others(2)(3). The 222Rn col1ector is of structure and dimensions 
as shown in Fig. 2・1. At the col1ector entrance， an activated 
granular charcoal fil ter elimina tes froln the recycled air not only 
222Rn but also 220Rn and their daughter nuclides that have been 
entrained in the preceding cycle. 
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Fig. 2・2Arrangement of apparatus for measuring ionization 
current generated by 222Rn exhalation from ground. 
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The lueasuring systems is arranged as scheluatized in Fig. 
2・2. The ionization chamber (G in Fig. 2・2) is cylindrical 
aspiration condenser with inner and outer cylinders measuring 
respectively 5 cm and 20 cm diameter and 45 CIU in common length. 
The outer cylinder is maintained at a potential of ・1，080vo 1 t s. 
The vibrating reed electrometer (J) is used to measure the 
ioniza tion current. 
The measurement proceeds with the respective components 
functioning in the following manner : The 222Rn collector is placed 
on the ground to be measured ; the sampling air is adjusted to flow 
at 6 l/min， which is a rate that will not let the radon exhaled from 
ground be forcibly entrained this salupling air contained 222Rn 
and 220Rn is then passed into the 60・1buffer tank (C) to elimina te 
220Rn， whose half-life is only 54.5 sec and thus decays away during 
its stay in the buffer tank. Further downstream， before 
attaining the ionization chaluber (G)， the salupling air passes 
through the silica gel desiccator (D)， the glass fiber filter (E) for 
eliminating the daughter nuclides of 222Rn and 220Rn， and the ion 
trap (F) for removing ions genera ted in the channels of the sys tem 
by the radia tions frolll 222Rn and 220Rn， as well frolll their da ughter 
nuclides. The ionization current lneasured by the electrolneter 
(J) is continuously recorded in analogical form(K)， to be converted 
off-line into 222Rn concentration by consulting a calibration table， 
and the resulting data are then used for calculating the 222Rn 
exhalation rate， as described in the next section. 
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2・3. D e r iv in g t he 2 R n Ex h a 1a t i 0n R a t e f r 0n1 th e I¥1 e a s u r e d 
Ioniza tion Current 
For determining the relation between the measured 
ioniza tion current and the concentra tion of entrained 222Rn 
flowing through the ioniza tlon chalnber， calibration 
measurements were made on radon gas exhaled from samples of 
sandy rock used for extracting titaniuln， containing in a verage 
4，900 Bq/kg of 226Ra. 
Before proceeding on a calibration measurement， the 
initial zero point of ionization current was determined using 
Miranda's charcoal trap method(4). Thereafter， the calibration 
proceeded as follows : Place a suitable quantity of the sandy rock 
sample in a spare 60-1 tank connect this tank and the 222Rn 
collector (A in Fig. 2・2)to the system close off the system and 
leave it standing until establishment of radioactive equilibrium 
in the tank between radon and its daughter nuclides， with 220Rn 
decay a way s tart up the pump (H in Fig. 2・2)to circulate the 
sampling air through the systeln， and let systenl as a whole 
a d ju s t t h e p u m p s p e e d t 0 0 bta i n a fl0w r a t e 0f6 1 m i n w h i 1 e 
continuing to circulate the sampling at this rate through the 
system， measure the 222Rn concentration in the tank， applying 
T h 0ln a s ' t w 0 -fi 1t e r ln e t h 0 d( 5) P 1 0t t h e m e a s ur e d 22 R n 
concentration against the corresponding reading of ionization 
current on the electrometer (J in Fig. 2・2)to obtain a calibration 
plot repeat this calibration lneasurement with the quantity of 
sandy rock parametrically varied， to generate the calibration 
curve. 
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The calibration curve thus obtained is shown in Fig. 2・3，
r e 1a t i n g t h e i 0 n i z a t i 0 n c u rren t 0 t h e 22 R n i n t h e s a 11p 1in g air 
f1 0 w i n g t h r 0 u g h t h e i 0 n i z a t i 0 n c h a m b e r a t 6 11mi. Usin g th e 
va1ues of 222Rn concentration deterlnined by means of this 
ca1ibration curve， the exha1ation rate is ca1cu1ated with the 
equatlon 
?
?
?
??
??
?
??
where E : Exha1a tion ra te ( Bq/m 2・sec)
C Rn: R a d 0 n c 0 n c e n t r a t i 0 n ( B q /113 ) 
~: F10w rate of sample air (m3 / sec ) 
S : C 0 ve ri n g a r e a b yc011e c t 0 r (In2) 
2-4. Comparison between Values Obtained with the Present 
and with Other Methods 
The accuracy of measured va1ues with the present lnethod 
was eva1uated through c0111parative lneasurelnents with 
corresponding values obtained using Megumi's activated charcoal 
method(8)， adopting as comlnon salnp1e paralnetrically varied 
quantities of river sand (for its uniformity of grain size) p1aced in 
a wooden box l11easuring 21n X 2m X 2m. The measuren1ents were 
perforlned inside a shed， to elilnina te wind and other 
environmenta1 effects. Experimenta1 arrangement is shown in 
Fig.2-4. 
T h e r e s u 1 t s 0 b t a i n e d f ro lnt h e c0m p a r a t i ve m easu r e m e n t s 
are plotted in Fig. 2・5，from which a correlation coefficient of 0.91 
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Fig.2・4Experimental arrangement for measuring 222Rn exhalation and 
222Rn concentrations in air within soil cOluposed of river sand. 
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has been derived. The plots of Fig. 2-5 indicate a tendency 
toward slightly higher values in the higher range of exhalation 
r a t e gi v e n b y t h e i 0 n i za t i 0n c h a IIIbe r c 0 ln p a r e d wi t h t h 0se b y 
activated charcoal method(7). 
2・5.Working Characteris tics 
The basic experiments described above， substantiated by 
performance obtained in practical application in different sites， 
ha ve yielded the following informa tion : 
(1) The apparatus is capable of continuously recording measured 
data that provide an evaluation of 222Rn exhalation rate with 
sufficient accuracy for a11 practical purposes. 
(2) The apparatus operates stably even in storlny weather， and 
impairlnent of evaluation accuracy can be expected to be 
minimized， once a suitable formula -now being sought -is found 
for taking account of the difference between collector interior and 
ambient exterior brought by the storm in respect of such factors as 
the ground conditions， wind and air flow speed. 
It is intended to further arrange the system so as to have 
t h e 22R n e x h a 1 a t i 0n rate 0 u t Pu t t e d 0 n -lin e f r 0 m a s lTI a 1c 0ln p u t e r . 
Another matter that has not so far been considered is the effect， if
any， brought on 222Rn meas urelnent by i ts adsorption onto the 
silica gel that is used for dehydrating the salTIpling air. 
2・6.Practical Application of the Apparatus 
a) Exhala tion ra te from the s urface of an artificial ground 
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The river sand p1aced in the wooden box ( described in 
paragraph 2・4.) was used for forrning a hypothetica1 ground. 
The measurements were perforlned inside the shed to e1iminate 
wind and rainfall during the period from June in 1994 to Feb. 
1995. 
An examp1e of continuous recording of exha1ation rate is 
shown in Fig. 2・6. As seen in Fig. 2・6，the variation trends of 
radon exha1ation rates were found to be in phase with the 
temperature varlatlons. C1ear corre1ation between exha1ation 
rate and atmospheric pressure was not seen. 
b) Exha1ation rate froln the surface of natura1 ground 
The lneasurelnents were performed on the ground at the 
campus of the Muroran Institute of Techno1ogy during the period 
from May to June in 1993. 
An exalnp1e of continuous recording is shown in Fig. 2・7.
As seen in Fig. 2・7，the va1ues on one day was considerably 
different from those at the same time on the other day. As the 
main ca use of this variation， itis considered that the condition of 
the ground surface was considerab1y varied every time and every 
day with the wea ther condition. (8) 
2・7.Sumlnary and conc1uding remarks. 
For continuous1y measuring the rate of 222Rn exha1ation 
from the ground surface， an apparatus has been deve1oped. The 
apparatus consists of a 222Rn collector， a 60-1 cy1indrica1 buffer 
tank， three kinds of fi1ter and an ionization chamber of f1ow-
through type. 
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To know the working characteris tics and the accuracy of 
measured values， calibration l11eaSUrelnents and comparison 
between values obtained with the presented and with other 
methods were made by applying two-filter method and by using 
activated charcoal method， respectively. 
From the basic experitnents described above and the 
practical use of the apparatus on the sOlne different ground 
conditions， following informations were obtained 
a) The apparatus is capable of continuously recording measured 
data that provide an evaluation of 222Rn exhalation rate with 
sufficient accuracy. 
b) The apparatus operates stably even in stormy weather. 
c) From the measurelnents made on the ground inside of a house， 
the variation trends of exhalation rate were found to be in phase 
with the temperature variations. 
d) Froln the measurements made on natural ground， the values on 
one day was considerably different from those at the same time on 
the other day. The ground condition affected with the weather 
seems to be main cause to effect variation of exhalation rates. 
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Chapter 11 
An apparatus for measuring 222Rn progeny 
concentrations in atmosphere 
11. An Apparatus for Measuring 222Rn Progeny Concentrations in 
Atmosphere 
3-1. 1ntroduction 
For the purpose of measuring the concentrations of 222Rn 
progeny in the atmosphere， an apparatus has been developed that 
consists of a radon progeny collector， a silicon semiconductor 
detector and a pulse height analyzer. The operating 
characteristics of this apparatus were determined from long-
duration observations performed at different sites. 
The apparatus is capable of providing an evaluation of the 
222Rn concentrations and the 222Rn progeny concentrations with 
sufficient accuracy. 
3・2.Method of Measurement and Structure of Apparatus 
The means adopted for measuring the concentrations of 
222Rn progeny， isan improved version of Mochizuki's method(1) and 
refers to others(2)(3)(4). The 222Rn progeny collector is of 
structure and dimensions as shown (a) and (b) in Fig. 3・1. A 
membrane filter ( TOYO-ROSH1， Ltd. Tl¥在・300) was adopted for 
radon progeny collection. The silicon semiconductor detector 
( HORIBA， Ltd. Silicon Surface Barrier Type， 300SB 60L ) was 
adopted for alpha ray detection of radon progenies collected on the 
filter. Characteristics of silicon semiconductor detector used 
are as follows ; surface area is 300 mm2， effective useful thickness 
is 60 micro meter and resolution is 48.9 keV. The bias voltage 
used is 30 V. The detector output was fed to a multichannel 
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analyzer that displayed relative integral alpha events as a 
function of energy. Alpha ray spectrolnetry was adopted for the 
measurelnent of 218PO and 214PO. Circuit used on counting sys tem 
is as shown (c) in Fig. 3・1.
A n e x a ln p 1 e 0 f a 1p h a r a y s p e c t r a 0btaine d i s s h 0 w n in F i g. 
3-2. 
3・3.Counting Efficiency 
The counting efficiency is calculated with equation(l・3)
described in the chapter 1 paragraph 1・2・1.
[G] =会f仁志レム)い
A value 0.459 as a counting efficiency on the apparatus was 
obtained where the surface area of silicon semiconductor detector 
was 2.99 cm2， and of filter 2.88 cm2， and the distance between 
them was 0.3 Cln， respectively. 
3・4.Deriving the 222Rn Concentration from the Measured Alpha ・
Counting Rate 
Assuming radioactive equi1ibrium being established 
among 222Rn， 218PO， 214Pb and 214Bi， the tIlne variation of alpha-
counting on the filter with radioactive substances collected on it 
may be expressed as follows 
λAnA =λJlB =λc!lc 
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Regarding to 218PO ( alpha-ray counting of 218PO) 
ι1二 λλ=εQnA1(1-刊 f)=εQnA1φ1 (t)
Regarding to 218PO and 214Bi ( alpha-ray counting of 218PO and 214PO) 
Iα2-λANA+λcNc 
=ゆA2{1-e-A，t +(1十全}(I_e-~ct)
λ九C (ピρλAB〆f一ピUρλAcf
λB(λAー ら)(λB一λc)
λ ん (eピ-λ~川ιAμ人一イ6ρI 
(λA一λB)(λA一λんυc) ¥v J 
=εQnA2φ2 (t) 
where， 
ι1 : Alpha disintegration rate of 218PO on the filter at time t 
(dps) 
ι2 : Alp ha disintegra tion ra te of the sunlming up of 218PO and 
214PO on the filter at time t (dps) 
NA ， Nc: Number of 218PO and 214Bi atoms collected on the filter， 
respectively 
λA ，λB ，λc Decay constant of 218PO， 214Pb and 214Bi， respectively 
(sec-1) 
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ε Collection efficiency of filter to radioactive aerosols 
Q : Flow-rate (Cln3/SeC) 
nA1 : Concentration of 218PO atoms in air ( atoms/cm3) (obtained 
from alpha-ray spectrum measurement of 218PO as shown in 
Fig.3・2) 
nA2 Concentration Of218PO atolns in air (atoms/cln3) (obtained 
froln alpha-ray total counting of 218PO and 214PO) 
Then the concentration of 218PO atolns in the air (C，制 1 and 
c制 2) expressed in Ci unit is estimated from the alpha 
disintegration rate Ia1 and ~α2 ( experimental values ) by using the 
equatlon' 
???
? ?? and ??
?
??
??
? ?? 、
?
? ???
?
( from alpha-ray spectrum measurement of 218PO) 
?
? ?
???? and ???
?
? ?
?
???? ? ，
?
?
?
( obtained from alpha-ray total counting of 218PO and 214PO) 
If radioactive equilibrium state is being established like 
λRnnRn =λAnAl andλRnnRn λAnA2 ， two concentrations for nRn values， 
(λA/λRn)nA1 a nd (λA/λRJnA2 were obtained. 80 tha t the ra tio nA2/nA1 
should be equal to 1. Thus， the observed ratio is useful to 
determine the fraction of secular equilibrium. 
The alpha decay events from the collecting activity were 
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detected throughout the salnp1ing period. After the correction 
of overall counting efficiency， the ratio， R ，for secu1ar equi1ibrium 
conditions was ca1cu1a ted froln time integra1s of a bove collection 
functions， which express the re1ative growth of 21BPO and 214PO on 
the fi1ter as a function of samp1ing time. 
A re1ative error，ムR/R，ca1cu1ated from R=nA2/nA1 is given by 
the equation， 
間=1ぞ卜|ぞい
where， EnA1 and EnA2 are the errors of nA1 and nA2， respecti ve1y. 
As described above， 
n =1.LI -------
Al ε0φ1 (t)， 
n =1.Id --- ~---
A2 ε0φ2 (t)， 
where，ε， Q， rαland fα2 are the measuringva1ues， and φ1 (t) and 
φ2 (t) a r e t h e c 0 n s t a n t va1ues.Therefore， the probable errors， 
En Al ， 0 f n Al a n d En A 2 ， 0 f n A2 a re gi v e n a s f 0110w s 
みら1- 1 f 
hε2Qφ1 (t) 
みら 1 rα1 
aQ εQ2φ1 (t) 
みlAl 1 1 
aIα1εQ <1>1 (t)
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accordingly， EnA1 is， 
助斗おお)εE2
付命)匂2
+(右古JεIa12
or 
?????
?
? ? ?????
? ?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?
????
?
?
?? ?
?
?
??
???
、
? ?
????
?
??
?，?
? ? ??????
(3・1)
and for EnA2 ， 
(でJ= ( ~ )'+ ( oJ+ ( ;~J (3・2)
where，εE ，εQ ，εlal and εIa2are the probable errors of ε， Q， 1，α1 and 
ι2 ， respectively. 
The maximum deviation， from the mean， of the 
experimentally determined values for these errors of the 
instruments amounted to + 2 percent， + 3 percent， + 8.6 percent， 
and + 10.5 percent for ε， Q， rα1 and 1α2 ， res pecti vely. Now， 
substituting these values to the equation (3・1) and (3・2)，
EnA1/nA1 = :tO.093 and EnA2/nA2 = :tO.l11 are obtained. Therefore， the 
results obtained for !lR/R were certainly correct to within 20.4 
percent. 
3・5.Practical Application of the Apparatus 
Application to the measurements of radon concentration in 
the atmosphere over the ocean・
In the a tmos phere over the Pacific Ocea n， s Olne 
measurements ofradon and its daughters have been made by ship 
since 1975 (Mochizuki， 1978，1982; Mochizuki et al.， 1981，1982， 
1984，1985; Tanji et al.， 1992， 1993 )(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)00)(11). 
From July to September in 1993， the observations were 
performed over the Indian Ocean via the South China Sea and the 
Philippine Sea， on board the research vessel “Hakuho Maruぺ
Ocean Research Institute， University of Tokyo(2). 
The measurement was made a t an interval of about 4 hours 
or 8 hours through the full period of the cruise. Collection tilne 
of radon daughters and analyzing time were both set at 8000 sec. 
Radon da ughters were collected on a membrane filter ( TOYO-
ROSHI， Ltd. TM・100 ) wi t h a s u c t i 0n pum p a t fl0 w r a t e 0f60 
?? Sample air was introduced through a salnpling hole of 
laboratory at height about 10 m above the sea surface. 
Cruise routes of the expedition are shown in Fig. 3・3.
Results obtained in each part on the routes are presented in Fig. 
3・4and Fig. 3・5.
Wind direction， wind force and other data obtained were 
referred by the meteorological instruments on the ship. Wind 
direction and wind force (in Beaufort wind scale) are shown in the 
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upper part of each figure. 
In Fig. 3・4and Fig. 3・5the abscissa does not represent the 
ship position on the cruise route but the time scale divided in 
equal interval of 2.5 days. 
The values plotted were obtained at the time when each 
measurement was made on the cruise route. The ship position 
is known from the time on the abscissa. 
Figure 3・4shows the ob serva tion res ul ts obtained on the 
cruise routes I， I and III shown in Fig. 3・3. The continuous 
measurements of concentration of radon daughters and electrical 
conductivity were started on 1 Aug. ( GMT) from around the spot 
(250 S，690 E) shown as a shaded square in Fig. 3・3.
The vessel arrived at Port Louis on 10 Aug. ( GMT) via the 
spot described above and marked by # in Fig. 3・4.
The measurements of them were continued also during the 
vessel was at anchor. 
The vessel departed from Port Louis on 14 Aug. (GMT) and 
arrived at Penang on 2 Sep. ( GMT) via again the spot described 
above and marked by * in Fig. 3・4.
As is seen in Fig. 3・4
a) The radon concentration in the atmosphere over the mid 
Indian Ocean was found to be ranged from 6.6 X 10・4Bq/m3 to 7.6 
X 10-2 Bq/m 3 • The lowest concentration ofradon and the highest 
value of electrical conductivity were found on the Ocean around the 
spot marked by # on 4 Aug. (GMT). The mean level of radon 
concentration measured during the cruise was about 1 X 10・2
Bq/m3. This concentration level is similar to that obtained over 
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the south-eastern Pacific Ocean (Mochizuki et al.， 1985 ; Tanji et 
al.， 1992 )(9)(10). 
b) Regard1ess of at the same spot on the Ocean shown in Fig. 3・3，
varia tion pa tterns were different for different times as marked by 
# and * in Fig. 3・4. In the observation from 3 Aug. to 4 A ug. 
(mark # )， abrupt decrease of radon was seen， a1though its 
concentration 1eve1 was extreme1y 1ow， and e1ectrica1 conductivity 
showed considerab1y high va1ues. Whi1e， in the observation 
from 19 Aug. to 21 Aug. (mark * )， considerab1e increase and 
decrease of radon， a1though its concentration 1eve1 was sti11 fair1y 
1ow， were seen and the e1ectrica1 conductivity showed the abrupt 
change between 10w and high va1ues corresponding to radon 
increase and decrease. 
Referring to the weather map shown in Fig. 3・6 and 
considering the wind directions shown in Fig. 3・4，the increase of 
radon lneasured from 19 Aug. to 21 Aug. seelned to be under the 
considerab 1e inf1uence from Aus tra1ian Continent. 
At the present， detai1ed ana1ysis of air mass trajectory has 
not yet been made. However， rough1y speaking， the extremely 
low leve1 of radon concentration measured from 3 Aug. to 4 Aug. is 
thought to be due to the aged air mass that had passed long over 
the Antarctic Ocean. 
Clear inverse corre1ation between radon concentration and 
electrica1 conductivity was seen in the areas ( a， b and c in Fig. 
3・4) over the Ocean from vicini ty of the s pot ( # in Fig. 3・4) to Port 
Louis and from Port Louis to the spot (つ.
Figure 3・5shows the observation resu1ts obtained on the 
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cruise route from Penang to Tokyo. 
As it is seen on the cruise route shown in Fig. 3・3，lnany 
islands are scattered along the route and also Asian Continent 
lies on the left side of the vessel. Corresponding to this， the 
concentration of radon and electrical conductivity showed 
considerable variations when the vessel approached to and 
departed from the vicinity of islands. 
The concentration of radon nleasured here clearly showed a 
considerab le influence from islands and Asian Continent. The 
radon concentra tion was ranged from 1.7 X 10・2Bq/m3 to 1.9 X 
10-1 B q I1n 3 ， a n d t h e m e a n conce t r a t i 0 n 1 e v1 0 f r a d 0nwa s h i g h e r 
than tha t obtained over the Indian Ocean. 
In the observation period from 11 Sep. to 13 Sep. when the 
vessel was on the Philippine Sea， for escape from the typhoon just 
taking place over the sea of south of Forlnosa， the vessel cruised 
along the east side of typhoon at a considerable distance departed 
from the scheduled route. 
The radon concentration measured on this occasion is 
thought to be from the air mass that had passed over the Pacific 
Ocean， and it showed a considerably low level froln 1.7 X 10・3
Bq/m3 to 5.0 X 10・3Bq/m3 . 
Observational evidences obtained from the measurements 
performed over the ocean are sumlnarized as follows 
a) on the mid Indian Ocean， radon concentration levels were 
found to be ranged from 6.6 X 10・4Bql1n3 to 7.6 X 10・2Bq/m3. 
b) The lowest value of radon concentration， 6.6 X 10・4 Bq/m3， 
was found around the spot 250 S，690 E. 
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c) On the South China Sea， the radon concentration level was 
ranged from 1.7 X 10-2 Bq/m3 to 1.9 X 10-1 Bq/m3. 
d) Clear inverse correlation between radon concentration and 
electrical conductivity was found in the observation over the mid 
Indian Ocean. 
3・6.Summary and concl uding relnarks 
For measuring the concentrations of 222Rn progeny in the 
a tmosphere， an appa.ra tus has been developed. The appara tus 
consists of a 222Rn progeny collector， a silicon semiconductor 
detector and a pulse height analyzer. A membrane filter 
( TOYO-ROSHI， Ltd. TM・300) was adopted for 222Rn progeny 
collection. A si1icon semiconductor detector ( HORIBA， Ltd. 
300SB 60L ) was adopted for alpha ray detection of 222Rn 
progenies collected on the filter. Alpha ray spectrometry was 
adopted for the measurements of 218PO and 214PO . As a counting 
efficiency of this apparatus， a value 0.459 was obtained. A 
relative error was estimated to be within 20.4 percent. 
From the observations made in the atmosphere over the 
ocean， itwas confirmed that the apparatus is useful to measure 
the extremely low level concentrations of 222Rn progeny with 
sufficient accuracy. 
Observational evidences obtained from the nleasurements 
performed over the Indian Ocean are as follows 
a) On the mid Indian Ocean， radon concentra tion levels were found 
to be ranged from 6.6 X 10・4Bq/m3 to 7.6 X 10-2 Bq/m3 and the 
values of electrical conductivity were from 1.3 X 10・14S/m to 3.1 
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X 10・14S/m. 
b) The lowest value of radon concentration， 6.6 X 10・4Bq/m3 ， was 
found around the spot 250 S，690 E. 
c) On the South China Sea， the radon concentra tion level was 
ranged from 1.7 X 10・2BqlIn3 to 1.9 X 10・1Bq/m 3. 
d) Clear inverse Correlation between radon concentration and 
electrical conductivity was found in the observation over the mid 
lndian Ocean. 
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Chapter IV 
An apparatus for measuring unattached 218PO in atmosphere 
VI. An Apparatus for Measuring Unattached 218PO Concentration 
in Atmosphere 
4-1. Introduction 
Speaking of the branch of health physics， the normal 
concentration of radon found in the atmosphere does not seeln to 
bring up severe problems on health hazard. Despite this， itmay 
be stressed from the basis of animal studies and human 
experiences that inhalation ofradon and its daughters is probably 
the source of chief health hazard in the mlnlng or the radon 
concentrated room air.(l) 
For assessing the deposition characteristics of inhaled 
radon daughter products， itis firstly needed to know the relative 
amount of airborne daughters in the unattached state and 
secondarily the size distributions of attached state. 
For the purpose of measuring the concentration of 
unattached 218PO in the air， an apparatus has been developed that 
consists of a 218PO collector with a wire mesh filter， a 
semiconductor detector， and a pulse height analyzer. 
The appara tus is capa ble of providing an evalua tion of the 
unattached 218PO concentration and the ratio of unattached 218PO 
to attached 218PO， simultaneously. 
4・2.Method of Measurelnent and Structure of Appara tus 
The Una ttached 218PO has been measured with a diffusion 
tube or a wire screen. The wire screen method was applied by 
James et al.， 1972(1)， Thomas et al.， 1972(2)， and the others(3)(6). 
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Fig.4・1Arrangement of apparatus for measuring unattached 
218PO concentration and attached 218PO concentration. 
The means adopted for measuring the concentra tion of 
unattached 218PO is an improved version of， James's lnethod(2) and 
Tholnas 's method(3). 
The wire screen used is made of metal and has300 mesh. 
The detector used is a surface barrier type silicon selniconductor 
detector (S.S.D.) (HORIBA， Ltd. 300SB・120L)，and its effective 
area is 300mm2. The method applied and the structure of the 
apparatus are schematically shown in Fig. 4・1. Three 
multichannel analyzer (M.C.A.) systems were used， two of them 
are connected to the detectors provided for the radioactive 
nuclides collected on the wire screen as like as shown in Fig. 4・1.
The detector is set a t 3mm distance from the surface of the wire 
screen (300 mm2). The relnalnlng one is assorted with the 
detector set at 3mm from a membrane filter (TOYO ROSHI， Ltd. 
TM・100). As shown in Fig. 4・1，sarnple air flows two way， one 
flows only AIR 3 and the other flows through AIR 1， 2 a nd 3. 
The una ttached fractions of 218PO are determined froln the 
simultaneous alpha ray spectrometric analysises with three 
M.C.A. Alpha ray spectrometric analysises are made twice a 
measurement， i.e. during and after sampling. 
4・3.Deriving the Concentration of Unattached 218PO from the 
Measured Alpha-Counting Rate 
The dimensions of the collector and the silicon 
semiconductor detector used are equal to those described in the 
paragraph 3・2.
The collection efficiency of the wire mesh filter on the 
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unattached 218PO and appearing efficiency of 218PO collected on the 
filter were referred the data obtained by James(l) and adopted 
0.72 and 0.686， respectively. 
As the counting efficiency of the system， the same value， 
0.459， described in the paragraph 3・3was applied because the 
distance between the wire lnesh screen and the semiconductor 
detector was set up equal to the condition in the case of the 
measurement of radon concentration. 
The re1ative errors involved in measured values were 
eva1uated with the same manner as those described in the 
paragraph 3・4.
Referring the consideration on the co11ection efficiency of 
the wire mesh fi1ter to attached 218PO by Shimo(4)， the collection 
efficiency on attached 218PO was neglected on account of its 10w 
va1ue of 1 % or 1ess. 
4・4.Practica1 App1ication of the Apparatus. 
Some observation results of unattached 218PO are shown in 
Fig.4・2. They are obtained from the measurements carried out 
at the basement of the Oshamanbe campus of the Science 
University of Tokyo from Ju1y 23 to 25， in 1989. These 
m e a s urem e n t s were m a d e a t 600 cm 3/s e c f 0 r s a m p 1 e a i r f1 0 w ra te 
and measuring time 1，000 sec， with growth method of a1pha ray 
spectrometry. 
In Fig. 4・2，an ordinate represents the percentage of 
una t tached 218PO concentra tion to all a ttached 218PO. In Fig. 4・
3， an ordinate represents the ratio of unattached 218PO 
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the collection of unattached 218PO. 
The plots show the ratio of unattached 
218PO concentra tion obtained on the 
reverse side of the filter to that on the 
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front side. 
concentration on the reverse side of mesh to the unattached 218PO 
on the front side of mesh. Each data show a considerable 
variation， but about these phenomena and their cause， detail 
discussion is a future subject. 
4・5.SUlnmary and concl uding remarks 
For meas uring the concentra tions of una ttached and 
attached 218PO simultaneously， an apparatus has been developed. 
The apparatus consists of three kinds of 218PO collector provided 
with semiconductor detectors in which one of collectors is used for 
attached 218PO measurement and other two collectors are for 
unattached 218PO， and three pulse height analyzers. A 300 mesh 
wire screen was adopted for collection of unattached 218PO. A 
membrane filter (TOYO-ROSHI， Ltd. TM・100) was adopted for 
collection of attached 218PO. Silicon selniconductor detectors 
( HORIBA， Ltd. 300SB 120L ) were used for alpha ray detection. 
As collection efficiency of the wire mesh filter and appearing 
efficiency of 218PO collected on the filter， values 0.72 and 0.686 
were adopted in present work， respectively. 
Froln some measurelnents carried out in a baselnent air， it
was confirmed that the apparatus is capable of providing an 
evaluation of the unattached 218PO concentration and the ratio of 
unattached 218po to attached 218PO， simultaneously. 
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